Background: Mammalian small intestinal tight junctions (TJ) link epithelial cells to one another and function as a permselective barrier, strictly modulating the passage of ions and macromolecules through the pore and leak pathways, respectively, thereby preventing the absorption of harmful compounds and microbes while allowing regulated transport of nutrients and electrolytes. Small intestinal epithelial permeability is ascribed primarily to the properties of TJs between adjoining enterocytes (ENTs), because there is almost no information on TJ composition and the paracellular permeability of nonenterocyte cell types that constitute a small but significant fraction of the intestinal epithelia. Results: Here we directed murine intestinal crypts to form specialized organoids highly enriched in intestinal stem cells (ISCs), absorptive ENTs, secretory goblet cells, or Paneth cells. The morphological and morphometric characteristics of these cells in organoids were similar to those in vivo. The expression of certain TJ proteins varied with cell type: occludin and tricellulin levels were high in both ISCs and Paneth cells, while claudin-1, -2, and -7 expression was greatest in Paneth cells, ISCs, and ENTs, respectively. In contrast, the distribution of claudin-15, zonula occludens 1 (ZO-1), and E-cadherin was relatively homogeneous. E-cadherin and claudin-7 marked mainly the basolateral membrane, while claudin-2, ZO-1, and occludin resided in the apical membrane. Remarkably, organoids enriched in ENTs or goblet cells were over threefold more permeable to 4 and 10 kDa dextran compared to those containing stem and Paneth cells. The TJ-regulator larazotide prevented the approximately tenfold increases in dextran flux induced by the TJ-disrupter AT1002 into organoids of different cell types, indicating that this ZO toxin nonselectively increases permeability. Forced dedifferentiation of mature ENTs results in the reacquisition of ISC-like characteristics in TJ composition and dextran permeability, suggesting that the post-differentiation properties of TJs are not hardwired. Conclusions: Differentiation of adult intestinal stem cells into mature secretory and absorptive cell types causes marked, but potentially reversible, changes in TJ composition, resulting in enhanced macromolecular permeability of the TJ leak pathway between ENTs and between goblet cells. This work advances our understanding of how cell differentiation affects the paracellular pathway of epithelia.
Background
The main functions of the mammalian small intestine are to digest and absorb nutrients as well as to act as a permselective barrier preventing the entry of harmful molecules and microbes while still allowing the selective passage of dietary nutrients, ions, and water. The small intestinal cells contain digestive enzymes and transporters that process nutrients and electrolytes, but the barrier between cells is essential because the lumen contains large amounts of bacteria, viruses, food allergens, toxins, and excreted metabolic byproducts, as well as varying concentrations of ions and solutes that can be markedly different from those of internal fluids. This barrier, which is permselectively sealed by tight junctions (TJs), has at least two types of pathways: the high-capacity pore pathway regulating mainly the transport of ions and small molecules, and the low-capacity leak pathway modulating the flux of large uncharged macromolecules [1, 2] . There is a general consensus that claudins regulate mainly the pore pathway, mediating the paracellular flux of ions as well as small molecules up to~0.8 nm in diameter, and that zonula occludens (ZO-1 or Tjp1), occludin (OCLN, Ocln), and tricellulin (Marveld2) regulate the leak pathway, mediating the flux of macromolecules up to~6 nm [2] [3] [4] [5] . The relationship between the leak and pore pathways is poorly understood [6] . Thus, TJ proteins are essential components of gut epithelia and must work in concert with one another to maintain physiological homeostasis in animals. Adherens junctions and desmosomes are also found between cells but these exhibit mainly structural functions.
Numerous studies on TJ proteins have focused primarily on their function in enterocytes (ENTs), the cell type that constitutes most of the small intestinal epithelium. There is little known, however, about TJ function and TJ protein distribution in nonenterocyte cell types of the gut mucosa. This is understandable, because ENTs constitute~80% of small intestinal mucosal epithelia, and most transformed cell lines used for studies of human intestinal diseases, like Caco-2, have been selected for their ENT-like characteristics [7, 8] . Thus, small intestinal paracellular permeability is ascribed primarily to properties of specific TJs between adjoining ENTs. However, there are large numbers of nonenterocytes lining the intestinal villi: mucus-secreting goblet cells (GOBs, comprising~5-10% of the total cell population), hormone-secreting enteroendocrine cells (~1%), and chemosensory tuft cells (< 1%), which are derived from secretory progenitors [9] [10] [11] [12] . Secretory Paneth cells (PANs, < 5% of cells) produce antimicrobial peptides as well as growth factors that maintain the neighboring intestinal stem cells (ISCs, < 1%) in the crypt region.
Since~20% of the intestinal epithelium comprises nonenterocytes, then their potential contributions to the permeability of the pore and leak paracellular pathways affecting intestinal and whole-body homeostasis are critical. Gastrointestinal distress arising from food allergies, inflammatory bowel diseases, pathogenic bacteria, and viruses as well as gut dysbiosis typically results in marked perturbations in intestinal paracellular permeability. Since there is little information about the TJ composition in nonenterocytes, it is not clear whether their TJs are more vulnerable to these insults than ENT TJs. Genetic diseases caused by mutations in TJ proteins [2, 13, 14] can affect some cell types more than others. Specifically, the extracellular part of TJ proteins associated with a certain cell type can participate in homophilic (homotypic) trans interactions with TJs of the same cell type, or in heterophilic interactions with different TJs of similar or different cell types, determining in large part the paracellular permeability between these cells [15] . These potential interactions are difficult to characterize, as the TJ proteins associated with different nonenterocyte cells are mostly unknown.
Several TJ proteins, like claudin -2, -3, -4, -7, -10, and -15, involved in the TJ pore pathway are distributed heterogeneously along the crypt-villus axis [6, 16] , suggesting that claudins that constitute the TJ between crypt-residing cells, like ISCs and PANs, may differ from those in villusresiding cells, like ENTs and GOBs. In particular, claudin-2, which constitutes the leaky and cation-selective paracellular channels of TJs, is found mainly in intestinal crypts, where it likely mediates cation permeabilities [16, 17] . In contrast, there is little information about the crypt-villus distribution of ZO-1, occludin, and tricellulin, which regulate the TJ leak pathway, and about the macromolecular permeability of the paracellular pathway among different cell types. Previous studies have provided mathematical estimates of the paracellular permeability along the crypt-villus axis, although these did not distinguish the pore from the leak pathway [18, 19] . Such predictions have not been tested experimentally, because the types and properties of TJs between intestinal cell types other than ENTs remain mostly unexplored.
In this study, we tested the hypotheses that TJ proteins are distributed heterogeneously among the various cell types that constitute the intestinal mucosa, and that the leak pathway differs between cell types that comprise the villus from those that are found in the crypt. To evaluate these hypotheses, we produced organoids enriched in ENTs (~90% of all cells), GOBs (~80%), PANs (~65%), or ISCs (~90%) [20, 21] , then determined the expression of different TJ proteins and the permeability of 4 to 10 kDa dextran in these organoids. We also tested the hypothesies that TJ composition is characterized by developmental plasticity, by examining the paracellular attributes of ENT-enriched organoids when these are forcibly dedifferentiated to reacquire ISC-like properties, and that the TJdisrupter AT1002 (an active fragment of the ZO toxin) and TJ-regulator larazotide modulate macromolecular permeability in organoids.
Methods

Animals
All procedures conducted in this study were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, New Jersey Medical School, Rutgers University. Crypts from the proximal intestine were isolated from 6-8-week-old mice (Taconic Laboratories, Hudson, NY). Intestinal organoids were isolated as previously described [20, 21] .
Directed differentiation of intestinal organoids
Based upon methods from previous work [20, 21] , we directed differentiation of crypts into organoids enriched in ISCs, ENTs, GOBs, and PANs. Briefly, small molecules (Wnt and Notch activators/inhibitors) including CHIR99021 (3 μM; Stemgent, Cambridge, MA), 2 mM valproic acid (VPA; Tocris Bioscience, United Kingdom), 2 μM C59 (Stemgent, Cambridge, MA), and 10 μM DAPT (Tocris Bioscience, United Kingdom) were added to the base crypt culture medium (CCM) containing EGF (50 ng/ml; Life Technologies), murine R-spondin-1 (500 ng/mL; PeproTech), and murine Noggin (100 ng/ mL; PeproTech). Organoids in CCM with all cell types represented are referred to as typical (TYP). ENT, GOB, and PAN organoids are differentiated from ISC organoids, and characterized at~3 days after initiation of differentiation when biomarker expression becomes stable [20] . Bright-field images were obtained using an ECLIPSE TS100-F microscope (Nikon, Japan).
Dedifferentiation
Crypts were isolated and differentiated into ENT organoids as described above. Briefly, after 72 h in ENT media, ENT organoids were dedifferentiated by adding ISC media containing 6 μM CHIR + 2 mM VPA for 2 days [20] to produce dedifferentiated ENTs (dENTs).
Real-time polymerase chain reaction
Total RNA was extracted from intestinal organoids using a commercially available kit (RNeasy Micro, Qiagen). Real-time polymerase chain reaction using Mx3000P (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) was used to analyze cDNA using Maxima SYBR green (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Grand Island, NY). Primer sequences (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) are listed in Additional file 1: Table S1 . All samples were standardized to β-actin expression.
Staining
Organoids were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and gently spun down to a pellet (at 100 g). The supernatant was removed and organoids were resuspended in agarose gel and then embedded in paraffin. Paraffin-embedded organoids were then cut into 5-μm sections using a Leica RM2235 microtome (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany), applied onto superfrost plus slides, and air dried at room temperature for 37°C overnight. Samples were subsequently de-paraffinized then stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and periodic acid-Schiff (PAS)/Alcian blue, and immunocytochemistry was then performed. Antigen retrieval by 10 min of incubation in boiling 10 mM sodium citrate buffer (pH 6.0) was done for immunostained slides. Antibody information is presented in Additional file 2: 
Permeability
Since our previous work [22] has demonstrated that dextran is suitable for determining intestinal permeability to macromolecules, we used 4 to 10 kDa fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled dextrans that have a Stokes radius of 1.3 to 2 nm [23] to characterize the steric properties of the leak pathway of organoids enriched in different cell types. It seems that 40 kDa dextrans having~4.5 nm radius is impermeable to the TJs of typical organoids [24] . The paracellular permeability of organoids was tested using FITC-dextran (4 kDa and 10 kDa) [24] . Briefly, directed organoids were generated in individual Matrigel wells each housing TYP, ISC, ENT, GOB, and PAN organoids. Wells were washed twice with phosphate buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) and incubated for 30 min in 4 and 10 kDa FITC-dextran at a final concentration of 1.25 μM for 30 min at room temperature, to impose a chemical serosal-to-lumen gradient. We determined by fluorescence intensity the amount that would accumulate in the organoid lumen. After incubation, the FITC-dextran was removed and the organoids were gently washed five times with PBS to remove the background. Fluorescence within an organoid was estimated (ImageJ) by focusing on the entire luminal area inside the organoid. The representative background fluorescence was estimated from four different areas surrounding the organoid. The net fluorescence in an organoid is the integrated luminal fluorescence density less the mean fluorescence of background readings and the mean autofluorescence. The net fluorescence was then averaged from several representative organoids from different wells, and this mean fluorescence was normalized to that of a TYP organoid.
Time course
Organoids were seeded in 50% Matrigel using an eightwell chambered cover glass (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH) for 7 days, then differentiated into ISC, ENT, GOB, and PAN organoids as described above. Three days after differentiation, organoids were imaged with a spinning disk confocal microscopy using an inverted DMi8 microscope (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL) equipped with a CSU-W1 spinning disk and ZYLA SL150 sCMOS camera (Andor USA, Concord, MA), a 20×/0.40 CORR dry objective, and iQ3 acquisition software (Andor). Then, 5-mm Z-stacks were acquired, ranging 25 mm above and below the vertical midpoint of the organoid. A total of ten organoids were imaged per well and 1.25 μM 4 kDa FITC-dextran was then added to the media, which was allowed to incubate for 10, 30, and 60 min at 37°C and 5% CO 2 . The 4 kDa FITC-dextran-containing media was removed, and wells were gently washed as described. Following washout, Zstacks were acquired for the same organoids imaged prior to FITC-dextran addition.
AT1002 and larazotide treatment
ENT and ISC organoids were challenged with 10 μg/mL AT1002, a six-mer active fragment of ZO toxin (LifeTein, Somerset NJ, USA; [25] 
Results
Directed differentiation of small intestinal organoids Cell histology and morphometrics
Bright-field images (Fig. 1a, top row) show the morphological complexity of organoids treated with Wnt and Notch modulators to direct their growth and development. ISC and PAN organoids typically have convoluted and narrow-diameter lumina and numerous buds, just like those of frequently studied TYP organoids (not shown, [20] ), which contain disproportionately larger numbers of PANs and ISCs. In contrast, ENT and GOB organoids have larger luminal diameters and fewer, if any, buds. The average luminal diameters of ENT and GOB organoids are similar: 127 ± 17 and 123 ± 14 μm (n = 10), respectively.
H&E staining of the various organoid types show organoid size and cellular complexity at both 20× (Fig. 1a , middle row) and 60× (bottom row) magnification. Nuclear chromatin, which stains blue to purple (basophilic), suggests a basolateral position of the nuclei in all cell types depicted, as would also be found in vivo. ISC organoids not only displayed a more basophilic nuclear stain, but also had significantly larger nuclei (by almost twofold, P < 0.05, Table 1 ) compared to those of other organoids. Virtually all cells in GOB organoids seemed to have mucus, and each GOB had numerous distinct white unstained granules, seemingly poised for secretion near the apical membrane (Fig. 1a , bottom row). PANs have apical secretory granules that were pink and hence more acidophilic than those of the GOB organoids. ENTs in ENT organoids were columnar, similar to ENTs in vivo. Like those in ISC organoids, the nuclei in PAN organoids werẽ 33% larger compared to those in ENT organoids and GOB organoids, and occupy a significant amount of cell volume (Table 1 ; Fig. 1a , bottom row). PAS combined with Alcian blue staining, which indicates the presence of polysaccharides, glycoproteins, and glycolipids, demonstrates the relative paucity of these compounds in lightly stained ISC and ENT organoids (Fig. 1b , left columns). In contrast, there was significant staining of secretory carbohydrate-rich granules in GOBs enriched in GOB organoids. Interestingly, PAN granules stain PAS magenta near the apical membrane, indicating that their secretory granules are enriched in carbohydrate moieties [28] ; the basal region occupied mostly by nuclei remained opaque (Fig. 1b, right columns) .
Interestingly, ENTs in ENT organoids were slightly shorter compared to cells in ISC, GOB, and PAN organoids (Table 1) , while GOBs containing mucus granules in GOB organoids were significantly wider compared to individual cells in ISC, ENT, and PAN organoids. The length and diameter of ENTs in ENT organoids were similar to those of intestinal cells fractionated from the lower villus regions [29] . Previous work has observed that young GOBs near the villus base tended to be much larger, but their volumes decreased toward the upper villus regions, areas where mucin vesicles might already have been secreted [30] . Thus, these directed organoids are morphologically normal despite being exposed to growth factors and growth factor inhibitors, and likely comprise relatively younger cells, as would be expected since these organoids were collected just 2-3 days after differentiation from ISCs was initiated. The lifespan of ENT organoids is 5 days while that of GOB organoids is 4.5 days [20] , similar to those of ENTs and GOBs in vivo. In contrast, ISC organoids, after reaching large sizes with numerous buds, can be dispersed and reseeded into new Matrigel, and thus theoretically, they are able to live (be passaged) indefinitely.
Biomarker distribution
The comparative expression levels of biomarkers among TYP, ISC, ENT, GOB, and PAN organoids, along with starting crypt material as well as proximal intestinal homogenate, confirmed that directed organoids were highly enriched in specific cell types ( Fig. 1c) (P < 0.001 for all biomarkers tested). Levels of the stem cell biomarker leucine-rich repeat-containing G-protein coupled receptor 5 (Lgr5) were highest in ISC organoids,~5-fold higher than TYP, which has proportionally a large number of ISCs [20, 21] , and 300-500-fold higher than those . i The biomarker for stem cells, leucine-rich-repeat-containing G-protein coupled receptor 5 (Lgr5), was highly expressed in ISC organoids (n = 4 for TYP and n = 3 for other organoids). ii PANs are marked by lysozyme (Lyz), which was very abundant in PAN organoids (see scale along ordinate axis) (n = 4 for TYP; n = 3 for others). iii Mucin-2 (Muc2) was highly expressed in GOBs (n = 4 for TYP and n = 3 for others). iv The enteroendocrine biomarker chromogranin A (Chga) was expressed in GOBs and PANs (n = 4 for TYP and n = 3 for others). v ENTs were marked by sucrase isomaltase (SI) (n = 4 for TYP, ISC, and HOM, and n = 3 for others). vi Stem cells were marked by olfactomedin-4 (Olfm4) (n = 4 for TYP, ENT; n = 3 for others). P a,b,c,d ≤ 0.05. d Immunofluorescence of biomarkers of ISCs, ENTs, GOBs, and PANs. Nuclei are blue. Organoids were stained with OLFM4 (red), lysozyme (LYZ; green), mucin-2 (MUC2; green), sucrase isomaltase (SI; red), or chromogranin A (CHGA; green). 60× magnification; bar = 25 μm. Supporting data sets are deposited in the figshare repository [50] . CHGA chromogranin A, CRY crypt, ENT enterocyte, GOB goblet cell, H&E hematoxylin and eosin stain, HOM homogenates of intestinal mucosa, ISC intestinal stem cell, L lumen, Lgr5 leucine-rich repeat containing G-protein-coupled receptor 5, LYZ lysozyme, MUC2 Mucin-2, OLFM4 Olfactomedin-4, PAN Paneth cell, SI sucrase isomaltase, TYP typical ENT enterocyte, GOB goblet cell, ISC intestinal stem cell, PAN Paneth cell a,b,c P < 0.05 within a parameter, n = 6 organoids of ENT and GOB organoids as well as crypt homogenates and intestinal mucosal homogenates. Lysozyme (Lyz, a PAN biomarker) was most highly expressed in PAN organoids, and expression levels were ≥ 20-fold higher than those of crypt samples, intestinal homogenates, and other organoids. GOB marker mucin-2 (Muc2) was most highly expressed in GOB organoids, about 800-fold higher than in ISCs, and five-to tenfold higher than in other samples. Levels of mRNA of the enteroendocrine biomarker chromogranin A (Chga), interestingly, were similar between GOB and PAN organoids, and both were 5-to 25-fold higher compared to those of other organoids, crypts, and homogenates. Expression of the ENT biomarker sucrase isomaltase (SI) was highest in ENT organoids whose expression levels were~3-to 15-fold greater than in those of other organoids, crypts, and homogenates. Similar results were obtained for alkaline phosphatase, another ENT biomarker (not shown). Finally, the mRNA levels of another stem cell biomarker, Olfm4, were greatest in ISC organoids. Biomarker mRNA expression was confirmed with immunofluorescence of biomarkers in each organoid type (Fig. 1d ). An antibody against OLFM4, whose mRNA expression pattern (Fig. 1c) mimics that of Lgr5, was used to mark ISCs by immunofluorescence, as antibodies against LGR5 do not seem to work. An additional stem cell biomarker, CD44, was also measured by immunofluorescence, and determined to be abundant in ISC organoids and present in PAN organoids (Additional file 3: Figure S1 ). OLFM4 was highly visible in the apical region of ISC organoids but was largely absent in ENT and GOB organoids (Fig. 1d) . OLFM4 is secreted, and intense immunofluorescence in the closed lumen of ISC organoids reflects accumulated secretions. Its modest accumulation in the lumen of PAN organoids indicate the presence of some stem cells. ENT organoids were lined by large numbers of cells containing significant amounts of SI (~almost 90% SI-positive [20] ), some MUC2 (~10%) and, rarely, CHGA. There were virtually no LYZ-positive cells. Virtually all cells in GOB organoids contained MUC2 (~90%), a few SI (15%) and some CHGA (~5%; the total can exceed 100% as some cells co-express two different biomarkers), but, interestingly, virtually no OLFM4 or LYZ. Depending on the plane of focus, some cells that seem devoid of contents may actually contain MUC2 (Additional file 4: Figure S2 ). PAN organoids had high levels of LYZ (65% [20] ) and CHGA (15%), some SI and OLFM4 (~5-10%), but no MUC2. Images of control sections incubated without primary antibodies are depicted in Additional file 4: Figure S2 .
In summary, the predominant cell type in ISC organoids is stem cells at levels much higher than estimated in vivo (< 1%). In ENT organoids, the predominant cell type is ENTs at proportions similar to or greater than most published estimates in vivo (~80%). In GOB organoids, the predominant cell type is GOBs at levels much higher than in vivo (< 10%), and in PAN organoids, the predominant cell type is PANs at levels more than in vivo (~5%). As previously noted [21] , PAN and GOB organoids both express significant numbers (~15%) of enteroendocrine cells as indicated by its biomarker, CHGA. Unfortunately, generating organoids, particularly secretory, with a single cell type is not yet possible, and we and others [21] have been unable to reduce the levels of enteroendocrine cells in organoids directed to contain primarily PANs or GOBs.
Tight junction proteins and the leak pathway mRNA expression
Since there are numerous TJ proteins, we focused on ones that have been shown to be expressed significantly in the small intestine, to vary in expression along the crypt-villus axis, or potentially to regulate changes in paracellular permeability [1, 6] . mRNA levels of all organoid claudins were within an order of magnitude of those in isolated crypts or mucosal homogenates, suggesting that expression was similar to that in vivo. Claudin-1 (Cldn1) was most highly expressed (P < 0.0001 by one-way ANOVA) in secretory GOB and PAN organoids (~3-to 10-fold higher than that in TYP and ENT organoids and least expressed in ISC organoids; Fig. 2a) . In contrast, claudin-2 (Cldn2) expression was highest in ISC organoids, being~2.5-to 50-fold higher than that in crypt, mucosal homogenates, and all other organoids (P < 0.0001). Claudin-7 (Cldn7; Fig. 2a ) was highest in CRY and in ENT organoids over all others (P < 0.0001). Claudin-15 (Cldn15) was the least heterogeneous, but was still most highly expressed in ENT and GOB organoids (P < 0.01). Expression of specific claudins in crude mucosal homogenates tended to vary depending on the levels of that claudin in the ENT organoids, reflecting the abundance of ENTs in the mucosa.
Occludin (Ocln) expression among organoids tended to vary less than that of claudins (Fig. 2a,b) . Ocln was expressed approximately twofold more in ISC and PAN organoids than in TYP, ENT, and GOB organoids (P < 0.0001). Variation among organoids in Tjp1 (ZO-1; Fig. 2b ) expression was modest (P = 0.02), suggesting that ZO-1 expression may be ubiquitous and similar among cell types. There was a marked cell-type dependent variation in Ecadherin (Cdh1 or ECAD) (P < 0.0001) and in myosin light chain kinase (Mylk) (P < 0.0001). Mylk expression was highest in GOB and least in ISC organoids (eightfold less than that in GOBs). PAN organoids had the highest expression of Cdh1 relative to all other samples (> 2-4-fold).
Tricellulin (Marveld2) expression was~2-to 5-fold higher in ISC and PAN organoids than in TYP, ENT, and GOB organoids (P < 0.0001), like that of occludin (Fig. 2c) . Variation among organoids in Cgn (cingulin) expression was modest (P = 0.02). There was also a modest cell-type dependent variation for junctional adhesion molecule-1 (JAM1; P = 0.05) and JAM4 levels (P < 0.0001), which are both expressed least in ISCs. JAM proteins are found at TJs and participate in the regulation of TJ integrity and permeability, while cingulin interacts with many TJ proteins and modifies their function [4] .
In summary, the expression of many important players in the regulation of TJ permeability often varies markedly among different small intestinal cell types.
Protein expression and localization
We examined using immunofluorescence the expression of CLDN2 and CLDN7, whose mRNA levels were strongly modulated by cell type, and also the expression of ZO-1, whose deletion disrupts TJs [13] , OCLN, which regulates macromolecular TJ permeability [2, 31] , and ECAD, a structural protein associated mainly with adherens junctions [1] . ZO-1 was expressed sharply in virtually all cells of ISC, ENT, GOB, and PAN organoids (Fig. 2d,e) . ZO-1 staining formed a relatively clear, narrow, punctate line along the apical surface of an organoid (Fig. 2d,e) . Likewise, ECAD proteins seemed ubiquitously expressed in all organoid types. In contrast to ZO-1, which was limited primarily to or near the apical membrane, ECAD clearly lined the basolateral membrane regions of all cells in ISC, ENT, GOB, and PAN organoids (Fig. 2d,e) . In GOB organoids, ECAD also seemed to be expressed in the apical region.
The distribution of CLDN2 was clearly dependent on cell type. ISC organoids had high amounts of CLDN2 while ENT and PAN organoids had low amounts, and it was not found in GOB organoids. In contrast, CLDN7 seemed to be expressed in all cell types. CLDN7 clearly lined the basolateral membrane areas and was noticeably absent from the apical area of all organoids except ISCs. OCLN was apically oriented and seemed to be greater in ISC and PAN organoids, confirming the pattern of mRNA distribution.
In summary, the expression of OCLN seemed low in GOB organoids, that of CLDN2 was high in ISC organoids, and that of ZO-1 similar in all organoids. CLDN2 was apically oriented in ISC and PAN organoids while ECAD and CLDN7 were largely basolateral, with some apical staining present in certain cell types.
Dextran permeability of directed organoids
Since the distribution of TJ proteins was heterogeneous, we determined whether the leak pathway would likewise differ between crypt-and villus-dwelling cell types. Using two-way ANOVA, we found highly significant effects for cell type and molecular weight on dextran transport into the organoid lumen (Fig. 3a) . We saw that 4 kDa dextran was transported into the lumen of organoids at rates approximately threefold greater than 10 kDa dextran, suggesting that macromolecules with a Stokes radius of 1.4 nm may be better than those of 2.3 nm at distinguishing cell-type differences in the leak pathway of small intestinal TJ. Moreover, 4 kDa dextran accumulated in ENT and GOB lumen at amounts much higher (~2.5-to 4-fold) than those in ISC and PAN organoids. A similar pattern was observed for 10 kDa dextran accumulated fluorescence. Organoids were not permeable to 40 kDa dextrans [24] , hence larger molecular weights were not tested. There was a strong statistical interaction, suggesting that cell type affected the effect of molecular size on dextran transport from serosa to lumen.
In summary, the macromolecular flux into ENT and GOB organoids is higher than that into ISC and PAN organoids, suggesting that villus-dwelling cell types may have leak pathways more permeable than those of cryptdwelling cell types.
AT1002 increases dextran permeability of ENT and ISC organoids
We used 4 kDa dextrans to evaluate the effect of AT1002, which is known to disassemble TJ proteins and lead to marked increases in small intestinal permeability, and that of the TJ-regulator larazotide [25] . Larazotide is a novel therapeutic agent targeting TJ regulation in patients with celiac disease [27] . Using two-way ANOVA, we found (See figure on previous page.) Fig. 2 a Expression of claudins in different cell types normalized to that in TYP organoids (=1.0). i Cldn1 seemed greatest in GOBs and PANs (n = 4 ISC; n = 3 others). ii Cldn2 was highest in ISCs (n = 4 ISCs; n = 3 others). iii Cldn7 was high in ENTs (n = 4 ENTs; n = 3 others). iv Cldn15 was relatively homogenous (n = 4 ENTs; n = 3 others). P a,b ,c,d ≤ 0.05. b,c Expression of TJ proteins in different cell types. b,i Occludin (Ocln) was higher in ISCs and PANs (n = 5 ISCs; n = 3 others). ii ZO-1 (Tjp1) was similar among organoids (n = 4 for ISCs, ENTs; n = 3 others). iii Epithelial cadherin 1 (Cdh1) was relatively high in PANs (n = 4 ENTs; n = 3 others). iv Myosin light chain kinase (Mylk) was lowest in ISCs (n = 3). c,i Tricellulin (Marveld2) was lowest in ENTs (n = 4 TYPs, ISCs, ENTs; n = 3 others). ii Cingulin (Cgn) expression was high in PANs and CRYs (n = 5 ENTs; n = 3 PANs, CRYs; n = 4 others).
iii Expression of junctional adhesion molecule-1 (Jam1) and iv JAM4 (Jam4) were lowest in ISCs (n = 5 ENTs; n = 4 TYPs, ISCs, GOBs; n = 3 others). d Immunofluorescence of representative TJ proteins in organoids probed with ZO-1 (green), ECAD (red), CLDN2 (CL2; red), CLDN7 (CL7; green), or OCLN (green) (60×, bars = 25 μm). e Cellular location. ZO-1 staining is mainly in the apical area and ECAD in the basolateral area. CLDN2 is found along the brush border of ISCs and PANs but not in ENTs and GOBs. CLDN7 seems basolateral but expressed less in ISCs. OCLN seems apical. Supporting data sets are deposited in the figshare repository [50] . Cdh or ECAD, E-cadherin, Cgn cingulin, Cldn or CL claudin, CRY crypt, ENT enterocyte, GOB goblet cell, HOM homogenates of intestinal mucosa, ISC intestinal stem cell, Jam, junctional adhesion molecule, L lumen, Marveld2 MARVEL domain containing 2, Mylk myosin light chain kinase, Ocln occludin, PAN Paneth cell, Tjp or ZO1 tight junction protein, TYP typical dramatic effects for cell type and AT1002 treatment (P < 0.001). With AT1002, both ENT and ISC organoids exhibited a dramatic increase in 4 kDa dextran permeability (11-and 7-fold, respectively) compared to untreated ENT and ISC organoids (Fig. 3b) . Larazotide by itself had no effect on dextran permeability. However, when organoids were incubated in AT1002 in the presence of larazotide, permeability was similar to that of control, untreated levels. Thus, TJ sensitivity to AT1002 in organoids mimics that in vivo, suggesting the similar mechanisms of AT1002 disruption are addressable by larazotide treatment. Although dextran permeabilities are different between ISC and ENT organoids, these were similarly susceptible to AT1002. a b Fig. 3 a Effects of cell type and dextran size on macromolecular permeability. A serosa to lumen gradient of 1.25 μM 4 or 10 kDa dextran was imposed on TYP, ISC, ENT, GOB, and PAN organoids for 30 min. i Representative images clearly depict the higher dextran accumulation in TYP, ENT, and GOB organoids. ii Levels of net fluorescence in all organoids were then analyzed as described in the text and normalized to that in 4 kDa TYP organoids (=1.0). (n = 4 for ISCs, ENTs, GOBs, and PANs, and n = 2 for TYPs, for both 4 and 10 kDa). Using two-way ANOVA, the serosal to luminal flux of both dextran levels was higher in ENT and GOB organoids, and 10 kDa dextran permeability was lower. b Effects of AT1002 (an active fragment of ZO toxin) and larazotide on permeability to 4 kDa dextran. ENT and ISC organoids were incubated overnight in 10 μg/mL AT1002 (+Z) or 12.5 mM larazotide acetate (+L) or both (Z + L) and then permeability to 4 kDa dextran was determined (i). Using two-way ANOVA, the dextran flux was higher in ENTs and greatest in AT1002-treated organoids (ii). (For ENTs, n = 3 each for CONs, +Z, +L, and n = 2 for + Z + L; for ISCs, n = 3 for CONs, and n = 2 for + Z, +L and + Z + L). Supporting data sets are deposited in the figshare repository [50] . CON control cell, ENT enterocyte, FITC fluorescein isothiocyanate, GOB goblet cell, ISC intestinal stem cell, PAN Paneth cell, TYP typical
Dextran accumulation over time
After 10 min of incubation, ENT organoids had accumulated significant amounts of 4 kDa dextran (Fig. 4a) . Dextran levels were similar throughout the organoid lumen, as images from Z-stacks of the same organoid exhibited similar fluorescence intensities relative to the background. Similar observations were made for 5 or 6 ENT organoids. Relative to the 10-min incubation, dextran levels increased by 68 ± 12% after 30 (n = 6) and by 65 ± 10% after 60 (n = 6) min of incubation. When incubated over the same duration, PAN (Fig. 4b) and ISC (Fig. 4c) organoids accumulated much less dextran, confirming the results in Fig. 3a . The paucity of dextran levels was evident throughout the lumen of the numerous PAN and ISC organoids examined, even after 60 (Fig. 4b,c ) and 80 min (not shown). Since similarly shaped and sized ENT and PAN organoids accumulated dextrans at vastly different rates, while differently shaped and sized PAN and ISC organoids both accumulated dextrans at similarly limited rates, these findings also suggest that the shapes of organoids likely do not affect the accumulation of dextran, and by extension, of our estimates of permeability of the leak pathway.
Dedifferentiation and TJ plasticity Morphometrics and biomarker expression
Since cell type and thus, differentiation from stem to secretory and absorptive progenies affected TJ protein levels and permeability, we devised a method to dedifferentiate mature cell types [20] . We assessed the plasticity of TJ protein expression and dextran permeability in differentiated ENT organoids, and examined whether the acquisition of ISC-like biomarkers in dedifferentiated ENT organoids is accompanied by a return to an ISClike TJ composition and permeability.
H&E and PAS staining of ENT and dENT organoids showed no remarkable morphological (Fig. 5a ) or morphometric changes caused by dedifferentiation, compared to those depicted in Fig. 1a,b and Table 1 , which show marked differences between ENT and ISC organoids. The percentage of GOBs in ENT organoids (~15% [20] ) was similar to that of dENT organoids (14.7 ± 0.8, n = 6). The cell length was similar between ENT (Table 1) and dENT (14.0 ± 0.5 μm, n = 6) organoids. Despite similar morphometrics and histological morphology, ENT and dENT organoids exhibited marked differences in levels of the ENT biomarker SI and the stem cell biomarker OLFM4. SI staining in dENTs was significantly reduced compared to that of ENT organoids (Fig. 5a ). In fact, only the lumen (likely containing cells exfoliated prior to dedifferentiation) had SI immunoreactivity while the ISC organoids had no SI at all, as would be expected. In contrast, OLFM4 levels were almost nonexistent in ENT organoids but then staining increased markedly in the dENT lumen where OLFM4 was secreted, indicating that organoids were indeed in the process of dedifferentiation, and were beginning to look the same as ISCs. Moreover, mRNA expression of stem cell biomarkers increased while that of ENT biomarkers decreased from ENT to dENT organoids [20] . Thus, while ENT and dENT organoids shared similar structure and cell composition, the activation of Wnt (via CHIR) and of Notch (via VPA) pathways induced the loss of markers of differentiation and the reacquisition of markers of stemness, as previously shown by us.
TJ protein expression
Previously observed differences in mRNA expression of Cldn2, Cldn7, Ocln, and Tjp1 between ENTs and ISCs in Fig. 2a,b were similar to the pattern of differences between ENTs and dENTs (Fig. 5b) . Expression of Cldn2 (P < 0.001), Ocln (P < 0.20), and Tjp1 (P < 0.0001) in dENT organoids increased from ENT levels and became similar to those of ISC organoids, while expression of Cldn7 decreased to ISC levels (P < 0.005). Thus, mRNA expression of these TJ components changed during dedifferentiation from that of ENTs to dENTs, to reflect ISC levels.
Immunocytochemistry CLDN2 was present in ISC but not ENT organoids (Fig. 5c) , as shown previously (Fig. 2d,e) . CLDN2, however, was not highly expressed in the apical membrane of dENT organoids and thus, it did not follow the pattern of changes in Cldn2 mRNA. OCLN and ZO-1 were expressed along the apical membrane in a punctate manner in both ISC and ENT organoids as before, and were also expressed in dENTs.
Dextran permeability
Relative to ISC organoids, ENT organoids were more permeable (Fig. 5d ) to 4 kDa dextran as previously observed (Fig. 3a) . dENT organoids had a 70% reduction (P < 0.001) in permeability compared to ENT organoids, so that dENT permeability became similar to that of ISC organoids. This reduction in dextran permeability back to ISC levels suggests TJs exhibit functional plasticity, which may correlate with changes in the expression or location of unidentified TJ proteins whose levels or location become similar to those of ISC organoids. Here, similarly shaped and sized ENT and dENT organoids have markedly different levels of luminal dextran, suggesting that dextran accumulation is not significantly affected by organoid form.
Effect of time after induction of differentiation from ISC
Relative to the effects of cell type, the effects of organoid age or time after induction of differentiation from ISCs were much more modest. In ENT organoids, TJ-related genes were altered due to post-differentiation time and generally reflect a transition from ISC to ENT cell-type a b c Fig. 4 Dextran accumulation in ENT, PAN, and ISC organoids over time. ENT, PAN, and ISC organoids were each exposed to 4 kDa dextran for 10, 30, and 60 min, washed, and then imaged with an inverted confocal DMi8 microscope equipped with a CSU-W1 spinning disk (see text). Then, 5-mm Z-stacks were acquired above and below the vertical midpoint of the organoid. Representative images from above (i, ii, iii) and below (iv, v, vi) the midpoint of ENT (a), PAN (b), and ISC (c) organoids at 10, 30, and 60 min intervals (n = 5 or 6 organoids). Dextran accumulation was clearly greater in ENT organoids at all time points. Luminal dextran levels increased with incubation time. Supporting data sets are deposited in the figshare repository [50] . ENT enterocyte, ISC intestinal stem cell, PAN Paneth cell composition, which stabilized, based on the time course of biomarker expression, 2-3 days after transition from ISCs [20] . Cldn2 (P < 0.0001) and Ocln (P < 0.002) decreased significantly over time, while Cldn7 (P < 0.05) increased by twofold (P < 0.01). Recall that Cldn7 expression is typically low in ISCs. There was a modest effect (P = 0.05) of postdifferentiation time on Tjp1 expression (Fig. 6a) .
In GOB organoids, TJ-related genes were also altered due to the post-differentiation time. Cldn2 (P < 0.0001) and Ocln (P < 0.025) expression decreased significantly by day 3 of differentiation to GOB organoids (Fig. 6b) . In contrast, Cldn7 expression increased (P = 0.025), while that of Tjp1 did not change (P = 0.10). When differentiation is triggered from ISC to ENT or GOB organoids, the posta b c d Fig. 5 Effect of dedifferentiation of ENT organoids on expression of biomarker immunofluorescence and histological staining. From ISC precursors, ENT organoids were cultured for 3 days with C59 + valproic acid to full differentiation as indicated by the peak expression of biomarkers. To force dedifferentiation, the Wnt inhibitor C59 was removed from the medium, and ENT organoids were then exposed for 36 h to 6 μM CHIR (dENT). a ENT and dENT organoids were stained with H&E as well as PAS. The morphology of and cell dimensions within dENT organoids were similar to those of ENT organoids. However, the immunofluorescence of the biomarkers indicated there was a significant loss of ENT-marker sucrase isomaltase (SI) staining in dENT organoids as well as an increase in secretion of stem cell marker OLFM4. b The expression of TJ mRNA in dENT organoids. Cldn2 increased with dedifferentiation (n = 4 for ENTs, n = 3 for dENTs and ISCs). Cldn7 decreased slightly with dedifferentiation (n = 4), while Ocln levels did not change (n = 5 for ENTs, n = 3 for dENTs, and n = 4 for ISCs). Tjp1 (ZO-1) tended to increase (P = 0.09) with dedifferentiation (n = 5 for ENTs, n = 4 for dENTs, and n = 3 for ISCs). P a,b,c ≤ 0.05. c Immunofluorescence staining of CLDN2, OCLN, and ZO-1 in dedifferentiated cells. Nuclei are stained blue. Organoids were stained with the TJ protein CLDN2 (CL2; red), OCLN (green), and ZO-1 (green). Representative organoids are shown at 60× magnification. Bars are 25 μm. d Functional changes due to dedifferentiation. 4 kDa dextran permeability decreased in dENT organoids, P a,b,c ≤ 0.05 (n = 4 for ENTs, 3 for dENTs, and 5 for ISCs). Supporting data sets are deposited in the figshare repository [50] . Cldn claudin, dENT dedifferentiated enterocyte, ENT enterocyte, FITC fluorescein isothiocyanate, H&E hematoxylin and eosin stain, ISC intestinal stem cell, L lumen, Ocln occludin, OLFM4 olfactomedin-4, PAS periodic acid-Schiff stain, SI, sucrase isomaltase, TJ tight junction, Tjp or ZO-1 tight junction protein differentiation time course would reflect the in vivo journey of postmitotic cells from villus base to tip, and migration would be accompanied by generally small changes in expression of genes coding for TJ proteins. In fact, claudin differentiation may result in several physiologically distinct TJs within the lifetime of the same cell [14] .
Discussion
Macromolecular permeability of tight junctions depends on cell type
Previous steric estimates have calculated that small intestinal crypts would allow the paracellular flux of 5-6 nm macromolecules and would be far leakier than the TJ of cells lining the upper villus, which were predicted to restrict flux only to macromolecules <0.6 nm [19] . However, our results suggest that TJs of ENTs and GOBs lining the villus column may actually have leak pathways more permeable to 1-2 nm macromolecules than those of ISCs and PANs. Since regulation of the pore may be independent of that of the leak pathway [32] , this finding does not imply that ion permeability is also greater in the TJs of ENTs and GOBs.
ZO-1, occludin, and tricellulin regulate the leak pathway [2] [3] [4] [5] 33] . Occludin, tricellulin (MarvelD2), and MarvelD3 belong to one protein family and they have distinct but overlapping functions at the TJ. Occludin was initially considered not to be essential for TJs because transepithelial electrical resistance is similar between occludin-KO and wild-type mice [13] , but this may be due to the pore pathway being independent of occludin. Occludin-KO mice, however, are growth-retarded and their gastrointestinal tract is chronically inflamed. In fact, dephosphorylation [34] , inhibition [35] , and knockdown [36] of occludin were observed to increase, while overexpression would prevent increases in paracellular permeability of the leak pathway during inflammation [2, 31] . Occludin-depleted intestinal epithelial monolayers had markedly enhanced TJ permeability to large molecules, which could be modeled by size-selective channels with radii of~6.25 nm [37] . Finally, synthetic peptides with the same sequence as occludin extracellular loops disrupt TJs and increase paracellular permeability [38, 39] , but it is not clear whether these peptides affected the pore or leak pathways.
Tricellulin is normally localized at tricellular TJs with much less expression at bicellular TJs. Overexpression of tricellulin reduces macromolecular permeability without affecting ion permeability [40, 41] , suggesting that tricellulin at tricellular TJs may be the site of the leak pathway. After occludin knockdown, tricellulin is redistributed to occupy bicellular TJs also [37] , indicating that tricellulin may partially compensate for occludin loss. In turn, tricellulin loss may result in occludin redistribution near tricellular contact points [42] , although most other studies did not have similar observations [43] [44] [45] . Our findings that occludin and tricellulin expression are greater in ISC and PAN organoids are indeed consistent with observations that their TJs are less permeable to dextran. Marveld3 is in TJs but there is little evidence it directly regulates permeability [46] , and it cannot restore function if occludin or tricellulin is deleted [47] .
ZO-1, which interacts with claudins, F-actins, and occludin, is essential for TJ and cytoskeletal structure [1, 4] , and thus, it is well represented and located apically in all cell types. ZO-1 expression does not seem to change during differentiation from stem cell to ENT or GOB. This homogeneity suggests that under normal conditions, ZO-1 may not regulate differences in TJ macromolecular permeability. In several disease and injury states, ZO-1 is often a b Fig. 6 Effect of time after directed differentiation from ISC on mRNA expression of TJ proteins from ENT (a) and GOB (b) organoids. Within each gene, all treatments are normalized to day 1 (D1) post-differentiation for both ENT and GOB organoids. Data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA (see text for P values). a Cldn2 (n = 3 for ENTs D1 to D3), Cldn7 (n = 3 for D1 and n = 2 for D2 as well as D3), Ocln (n = 3 for D1 as well as D3, and n = 2 for D2), and Tjp1 (ZO-1) (n = 3 for all). b Cldn2 (n = 3 for GOBs D1 to D3), Cldn7 (n = 3 for D1 and n = 2 for D2 as well as D3), Ocln (n = 3 for all), and Tjp1 (ZO-1) (n = 3 for GOB D1 as well as D3, and n = 2 for D2). Trends in mRNA expression of TJ proteins during directed differentiation from ISC to ENT or GOB organoids matched those depicted in Fig. 2a,b . Supporting data sets are deposited in the figshare repository [50] . Cldn claudin, D day, ENT enterocyte, GOB goblet cell, ISC intestinal stem cell, Ocln occludin, TJ tight junction, Tjp or ZO-1 tight junction protein redistributed away from the cell membranes, along with occludin, leading to increases in intestinal permeability.
Clues regarding potential cell-type differences in junctional structure emerged only in the 1980s with observations via freeze fracture microscopy of marked differences in microanatomy and in lanthanum/barium reactivity of the paracellular spaces between GOBs and absorptive cells [48] . This anatomical heterogeneity of TJ between cell types was followed by estimates predicting functional heterogeneity. Either the paracellular pathways in villus regions would be less permeable than those in the crypt [19] or these pathways in the crypt regions would be more permeable than those in the villus [18] . Until recently, these contradictory predictions could not be assessed experimentally for lack of an appropriate methodology. Our findings using directed organoids clearly show that TJs of crypt-dwelling ISCs and PANs seem less permeable to uncharged macromolecules compared to those of ENTs and GOBs, as predicted by Madara and colleagues [18] .
TJ disruption and larazotide
ZO toxin opens TJs by binding to PAR2 (proteinase activated receptor 2) and EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor) [25] in the apical membrane of ENTs. The response of nonenterocytes to this toxin has never been studied. We observed that AT1002, though introduced in the medium bathing the basolateral surface of all organoids, still disrupted TJs, leading to the markedly increased paracellular transport of dextran in both ENT-and ISC-enriched organoids. Thus, AT1002 disrupts TJs by mechanisms that have similar effects on different cell types. The mechanism by which AT1002 disrupts TJs in the basolateral compartment is unknown; perhaps, a long overnight incubation would allow this small peptide to access the lumen.
Larazotide acetate has previously been shown to reduce the high intestinal permeability caused by gliadin in celiac disease, by preventing disruption of TJs [26, 27] . Larazotide is a small octapeptide, which, even when administered from the serosal compartment, can go through the paracellular pathway during an overnight incubation, to affect TJs luminally. Larazotide by itself had no effect on the normal permeability of ISC and ENT organoids, suggesting it likely did not alter the natural arrangement of components of normal TJs. However, by completely blocking the AT1002-induced increase in permeability in both ISC and ENT organoids, its mode of action is likely independent of cell type.
TJ expression during differentiation and dedifferentiation
Differentiation and cell type clearly affect the distribution of certain TJ proteins. While the crypt-villus location of claudins-2 and -7 have been established in classical histological sections [1, 6] , it would have been difficult to distinguish clearly their presence in specific cell types. Here, we show claudin-2 to be uniquely present in both ISC and PAN organoids, and claudin-7 to be in differentiated cells, particularly ENTs (Table 2) . Likewise, differences in occludin distribution would have been quite difficult to depict in traditional histological presentations because of the overwhelming difference in the numbers of different cell types, but here we are able to show that ISC and PAN organoids have different levels of occludin from those of ENT and GOB organoids ( Table 2) .
The reduction of paracellular permeability in and the changes in the TJ composition of dENT organoids suggest that there is inherent plasticity in the expression of TJ proteins and in the permeability of the paracellular pathway. Thus, directed organoids from mouse genetic models without specific TJ protein(s) would be excellent in identifying those that regulate differentiation-related alterations in TJ permeability. This is important because intestinal tumorigenesis is initiated by dedifferentiation of mature cells and their partial acquisition of stem-cell-like properties, likely resulting in changes in TJ properties. Changes in the expression of TJ molecules have been observed to result in key changes in the TJ barrier function, which can lead to the successful metastasis of a number of different cancer types [49] .
Limitations
These directed organoids contain other cell types that could potentially confound our findings. However, each organoid type is much more highly enriched in a specific cell compared to in situ populations in the small intestine, providing us with an experimental approach to estimate TJ heterogeneity among different cell types, an objective that would be difficult to pursue in vivo and [29] . Since we cannot control the cell types that will be adjoined, the properties of TJs between different cell types cannot be evaluated using this experimental method. Under physiological conditions in vivo, nonenterocytes are often surrounded by ENTs, thus a major limitation of this study is that we are only able to show the macromolecular permeability of large clusters of the same cell type. It may be important to investigate the composition of the nonenterocyte-ENT TJs, which may differ substantially from TJs between nonenterocytes. The confounding effects of lumen shape and size, as well as of luminal contents, on macromolecular permeability are important considerations and should be investigated further. The pharmacological approaches used to direct differentiation may also affect TJ expression, independent of the differentiation process itself. Unfortunately, alternative approaches affecting other components of Wnt and Notch signaling have yet to produce viable, directed organoids [21] .
